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Description

TP-Link | VIGI C440 (2.8mm) | 4MP Full-Colour Turret
Network Camera
The TP-Link VIGI C440 is a 4MP Full-Colour Turret Network Camera that offers a comprehensive surveillance solution with its
4MP ultra-high-definition resolution, ensuring the capture of even the smallest of details. This camera's exceptional imaging
quality is complemented by its 24-hour full-color capability, enabled by a high-sensitivity sensor and integrated spotlight LEDs,
making it effective even in complete darkness.

 

Equipped with smart detection features including motion detection, area intrusion, line-crossing, and video tampering alerts,
the VIGI C440 provides real-time notifications and the ability to monitor specific events such as boundary crossings or
obstructions. Its H.265+ Smart Coding technology optimizes video compression, saving disk space, reducing network load, and
lowering monitoring costs without compromising image quality.

 

The camera supports versatile power supply options through PoE (Power over Ethernet) and 12V DC, enhancing convenience
and simplifying the installation process. The TP-Link VIGI C440's remote monitoring capability, facilitated by the VIGI app, allows
users to manage their security system conveniently from their smartphones, ensuring control and oversight from anywhere.

 

With its advanced imaging capabilities, intelligent detection features, efficient video compression, flexible power options, and
user-friendly remote management, the TP-Link VIGI C440 VIGI 4MP Full-Colour Turret Network Camera stands as a
comprehensive and reliable solution for effective surveillance needs.

FEATURES
4MP Ultra-High Definition: The VIGI C440 comes with 4MP–more than enough pixels to pick up some of the more
discrete details
Lens: 2.8mm
24h Full-Colour: Obtain 24-hour colour details, even in pitch-black conditions, via high-sensitivity sensor and included
spotlight LEDs
Smart Detection (motion detection, area intrusion, line-crossing, video tampering): Receive notifications and check
feeds when someone crosses a boundary, enters an area you've set, or obstructs the camera
H.265+ Smart Coding: Without using any extra bandwidth, your cameras transmit compressed crystal-clear video to
save disk space, ease network loads, and reduce monitoring costs without sacrificing image quality
PoE/12V DC: Two power supply ways not only give you more convenience but also make your wiring remarkably easy
Remote Monitoring: Manage your security from the palm of your hand with the VIGI app

WARRANTY
3-years limited warranty

https://www.tp-link.com/au/support/replacement-warranty/#box_8
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